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Abstract

The study of metabolism has had a long history. Metabolomics, a systems biology discipline representing analysis of known and unknown pathways of metabolism, has grown tremendously over the past 20 years. Because of its comprehensive nature, metabolomics requires careful consideration of the question(s) being asked, the scale needed to answer the question(s), collection and storage of the sample specimens, methods for extraction of the metabolites from biological matrices, the analytical method(s) to be employed and the quality control of the analyses, how
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The complete set of training materials including slide sets and videos can be viewed at http://www.uab.edu/proteomics/metabolomics/workshop/workshop_june_2015.php.
collected data are correlated, the statistical methods to determine metabolites undergoing significant change, putative identification of metabolites and the use of stable isotopes to aid in verifying metabolite identity and establishing pathway connections and fluxes. The National Institutes of Health Common Fund Metabolomics Program was established in 2012 to stimulate interest in the approaches and technologies of metabolomics. To deliver one of the program’s goals, the University of Alabama at Birmingham has hosted an annual 4-day short course in metabolomics for faculty, postdoctoral fellows and graduate students from national and international institutions. This paper is the first part of a summary of the training materials presented in the course to be used as a resource for all those embarking on metabolomics research.
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Introduction

Studies of metabolism have been a major feature from the earliest days of NIH research (Fig. 1). As the metabolic pathways were defined, this led to the isolation and characterization of the enzymes catalyzing the formation of metabolites. In turn, the genes encoding the enzymes were recognized and sequenced. The arrival of cDNA libraries containing copies of all the mRNAs expressed in tissues or cells facilitated cloning and identification of the open reading frames of genes encoding the enzymes, as well as expression of recombinant forms of the enzymes. The excitement generated by this approach enabled large-scale funding of an engineering approach to the sequencing of the entire genome (the Human Genome Project). Subsequently, microarrays where unique oligonucleotides representing each expressed open reading frame were attached to the surface of glass chips were generated.\cite{1} Now, using the microarrays, all the genes being transcribed could be viewed at one time and transcriptomics began. It was an exciting time although reproducibility and statistical analysis quickly revealed that the high-dimensional nature of transcriptomics nonetheless had to obey the rules of science.\cite{2} Following the introduction of electrospray ionization (ESI)\cite{3} and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization\cite{4} for vaporizing peptides and proteins, methods based on mass spectrometry for studying entire proteomes (proteomics) quickly emerged. However, it, too, has been fraught with statistical problems in experimental design, data acquisition and data analysis.

Nonetheless, the concept of -omics has continued to spread throughout the biological research endeavor, and therefore, the development of a global approach to the measurement of all the metabolites (metabolomics) was not surprising. Following funding support by the NIH (by National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases from 2004 to 2009)\cite{5} and by the NIH Common Fund Program from 2012 to 2017\cite{6}, there has been a substantial increase in the application of metabolomics spanning basic science to clinical translational research, clinical trials and epidemiology through Regional Comprehensive Metabolomics Research Centers,\cite{7} as well as Technology Development R01s, Mentored Research Awards, Administrative supplements to existing NIH grants, pilot grants from Regional Comprehensive Metabolomics Research Centers and to Training. One of these
investments was sponsorship of a Metabolomics Short Course via the R25 mechanism held at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) to introduce investigators to the steps needed to design and perform a metabolomics experiment and to analyze the collected data.\[8\] There have also been several excellent practical descriptions of metabolomics.\[9–14\] In this paper, we have outlined the training provided in the NIH-sponsored Metabolomics Short Course at UAB. In the second part to be published in the following issue of the journal, the focus is on the statistical methods applied to metabolomics data, identification of metabolites and the pathways of metabolism, new areas of application and the future of metabolomics. It concludes by providing guidance to investigators wishing to pursue various and deeper aspects of metabolomics.

What is the metabolome?

The metabolome is more than the metabolites that are part of known metabolic pathways. Instead, it is all the chemicals with molecular weights less than 1500 Da\[1\] that can be detected by mass spectrometry (MS) or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis of biofluids or tissues. These chemicals include not only those that were originally in the biological sample but also chemicals coming from the tubing/vials used in collecting and storing the samples, the reagents used to process and extract the samples and the components in HPLC mobile phase or NMR solvent. If metabolites were extracted from cultured cells, then the culture medium may contain undocumented components, some of which come from other organisms/species (e.g. fetal calf serum). For serum and urine from humans and animal models, it is much more complex. Compounds may come not only from mammalian cells but also from the food that is eaten plus any chemical additives used in its production. Other compounds may result from the metabolic and metabolizing capability of the gut microbiome. For example, the complement of gut microorganisms may vary from individual to individual, and their populations are influenced by what is eaten. They are most prevalent in the large bowel where the oxygen tension is the lowest. This frequently leads to metabolites recovered from the bowel that are reduced. An example is S(−)-equol, a metabolite of the food isoflavone daidzein.\[15\] Additional compounds come from the anesthetics used to anesthetize experimental animals as well as analgesics to reduce pain.\[16\] In humans, careful attention has to be made regarding any drugs being taken by a patient (and their metabolites) because these may represent large peaks in a sample. Thus, the vast complexity of the microbiome and variance introduced by diet and exogenous compounds such as drugs requires substantial consideration in investigations.

Planning a metabolomics experiment

Developing a planned approach is the most critical part of a metabolomics experiment. A general overview of the steps comprising a metabolomics experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2. Sample integrity may alter the capacity of experimental design. If the samples have already been collected (as per an epidemiological or clinical study), then it is important to know (1)

---

<sup>1</sup>The definition of the metabolome being compounds up to 1500 Da is somewhat arbitrary. Compounds defined this way may not be part of metabolic pathways, such as most, but not all, short peptides. It also omits compounds formed by metabolic reactions, e.g. cardiolipins, that have molecular weights greater than 1500 Da.
how have they been collected and stored, (2) how can control and treatment samples be matched, and (3) is there a clear phenotype between the control and experimental groups?

The number of samples and/or size of the groups needed for a metabolomics experiment depend on the biological variability associated with the system being studied compared with the analytical variability of the analytical system. Because the growth cells in culture can be carefully controlled, a sample size of three to five per group may give useful preliminary data that can be used to design more elaborate and/or targeted metabolomics studies. Laboratory animals on controlled diets are more complex than cells in culture, but depending on the degree of control, a sample size of 6–12 may be adequate, although if female animals undergoing estrus cycling are used, they should be studied during the same point in the estrus cycle. Controlled clinical trials where subjects provide multiple samples or where the subjects are carefully matched may be able to be carried out with as few as 10–20 patients, but this will depend on the variance of the disease traits, drug response or that which is introduced by an interventional procedure. These sample numbers \((n = 3–20)\) in a project are suitable for generating preliminary and/or pilot data for which the analysis can be carried out in a single batch, thereby simplifying comparisons. For epidemiological studies, where the samples were collected from a general population, often over long periods of time, variance is a substantial issue and may require patient numbers in the thousands. In this case, the metabolomics assays have to be carried out in multiple batches over many months or even years. How to relate data from one batch to another remains highly challenging,\(^{[13]}\) and methods are emerging to address this.\(^{[17–19]}\)

Avoiding unintended bias in any sort of -omics analysis is a critical issue, and metabolomics is no exception. For instance, not controlling for the effect of diet or the time of day of sample collection can lead to excessive variation and/or differences between groups that masquerade as biologically relevant changes in metabolite levels.\(^{[19]}\) As noted by Scalbert et al.,\(^{[20]}\) metabolites arising from gut microbiome and the edible plant metabolome far outnumber metabolites produced by human cells. Rat chow diets are an uncontrolled admixture of soy, wheat and fishmeal.\(^{[21]}\) A metabolomics experiment in rodents therefore should consider using a defined rodent diet, for example, a diet based on casein as the protein source such as AIN-93.\(^{[22]}\) It is also important to utilize a single batch of the diet to avoid variability in the composition of the diet masquerading as a biological effect. In addition, diet manufacturers are now including exposing diets to gamma radiation to reduce microbiological contaminants. It is important to note that such diets may be depleted in critical micronutrients\(^{[23]}\) as well as radiation-induced oxidative modifications to dietary components.

The constant flux of the metabolome involves a vast number of dynamic variables that are essential to consider for obtaining high-quality results. This includes the timing of sample collection. Blood samples are best taken in the fasting state or at least at the same time of day to minimize the effects of selective variations from the absorption of dietary components related to when rodents or other experimental animals have been fed.\(^{[24]}\) In addition, diurnal variation in enzymatically driven metabolic pathways can obscure other biological events.\(^{[25]}\) The metabolome of spot urine is the summation of excreted metabolites over the previous (undefined) several hours. However, by collecting the total urine output over a 24-h
period (humans) or longer (experimental animals), this variation can be averaged out. If a 24-h collection is used, then provisions for storing the urine at 4 °C or lower or adding a preservative such as sodium azide to prevent bacterial growth during the collection period are essential. In the case of rats, using suspended metabolic cages, urine can be collected into beakers in Styrofoam containers packed with dry ice.

Another factor that may induce non-biological variation is the containers in which the samples are collected or stored. It is very important that the same batch of containers is used across all groups that are going to be compared. Similarly, samples should be stored in such a manner as to avoid creating group effects. When collecting plasma samples, the same type of coagulant (EDTA, heparin or citrate) must be used. Using barcodes for the samples allows samples to be randomly placed in a freezer without leading to confusion of their identity. At this time, storage of samples at −80 °C is preferred. Furthermore, samples with the same freeze–thaw cycles should be used for comparison purposes.

With the tremendous risk of confounding, it behooves investigators to consult with a biostatistician before conducting a metabolomics study to avoid the potential experimental design errors described in the preceding texts. The statistician can create a protocol for the order of processing and analyzing samples (refer in the succeeding texts). It is also essential to record all the steps taken in the design of the experiments, collection of samples, their storage and processing, the analytical platform and its performance, the pre-processing of collected data and the statistical and pathway tools used to interpret the data. This information is called the metadata and is critical for careful evaluation of the data. It is also an ethically correct approach to doing metabolomics research. Advice on organizing storage of metabolomics data as well as recording the versions of the computational procedures and metabolite databases is well described by Buffalo.[26]

**Extracting and processing samples**

The question being asked is essential to determine the extraction and processing technique to be used. Because of the extremely diverse chemical nature of the metabolome, there is no method that captures all of the metabolites. The simplest matrix is urine because the metabolites are water-soluble. It is important to remove any precipitates in urine using centrifugation at 12 000 × g at 4° C for 10 min. Additionally, the sample can be passed through a spin filter with a 3 or 10 kDa cutoff although there is a risk that metabolites could be selectively retained by the filter. In the case of rodent urines, it is important to remove the precipitable protein and large peptide components by the addition of four volumes of methanol, cooling the sample to −20 °C for 20 min and then centrifuging the mixture. The supernatant containing the metabolites is aspirated and evaporated to dryness under N₂. For NMR analysis, the methanol supernatant is usually freeze-dried once the methanol has evaporated. The dried materials are dispersed in a solvent for NMR (D₂O, CD₃OD or CDCl₃). For liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), dried materials are dissolved in water or 0.1% formic acid and centrifuged, typically at 12 000xg to remove any particles prior to analysis.
Blood and other biological fluids typically contain large amounts of proteins and phospholipids. To separate and recover the water-soluble and lipid metabolite fractions, these fluids are extracted by the Bligh–Dyer procedure in the presence of butylated hydroxytoluene to prevent lipid oxidation. Most often though, deuterated chloroform/methanol (1:1, v/v) is added to blood (whole blood, serum or plasma) samples that are then subjected to a series of centrifugation steps. This extraction yields aqueous (MeOH) and lipid (CHCl₃) fractions that can be assayed by either ¹H-NMR or LC-MS (Fig. 3). Alternatively, serum and plasma samples can be filtered. This results in the loss of the hydrophobic metabolites but permits more expeditious sample processing, and the resulting spectra can be quantified. Tissue samples can be extracted using similar extraction protocols. Precious blood samples can also be directly mixed with a solution containing saline in D₂O and an internal chemical shift reference standard for NMR metabolomics analysis so that the sample can be re-used for other experiments or assays.

It is also possible to further fractionate the protein-precipitated, water-soluble metabolome into sub-fractions based on extraction into ethyl acetate. We have found that this is very effective for decreasing the complexity of fecal water. The recovered metabolome in this case is highly dependent on the pH of the aqueous phase during extraction (Fig. 4). For example, fatty acids and other organic acids will pass into the ethyl acetate phase under acidic conditions, whereas amines will be extracted under basic conditions.

The complexity of the metabolome warrants consideration of other fractionation methods. Based on previous methods of analysis, metabolites can be fractionated by ion exchange chromatography. Anion exchange resins are activated by washing with dilute sodium hydroxide to convert them to the hydroxide form and then washed with double-distilled water until neutral. The aqueous extracts of biofluids or tissues are slowly passed over a small column of the anion exchanger (Fig. 5). At pH 7, negatively charged metabolites bind to the resin. Amines and neutral sugars pass through the column unimpeded. After washing with water, the bound organic acids are eluted with sodium formate. It is necessary to remove the sodium ions, and this is accomplished by passing the eluate over a cation exchange column in the [H⁺] form. This converts sodium formate into formic acid that has a boiling point of 101 °C and therefore is readily removable by evaporation or freeze drying. A similar method can be used to isolate positively charged metabolites. The metabolite extracts are passed over a cation exchange column in the [H⁺] form (Fig. 5). Neutral and negatively charged ions pass through the column, and positively charged ions bind to the resin. They are eluted by 1 M ammonium hydroxide that is easily removed by evaporation.

Another method is to exploit the chemistry of the metabolite classes. As used in proteomics analysis, metabolites containing aldehyde or keto groups can react with hydrazine derivatives such as biotin hydrazide. This reagent attaches a tag that enables the metabolites to be recovered from a complex matrix by passage over an avidin affinity column. As occurred in the use of this type of reagent in proteomics, it may be necessary to include an acid-cleavable group between the reactive group and the biotin group because elution of biotinylated derivatives from the avidin affinity phase is difficult and non-

---

2 Stoll M, Wilson LS, Arabshahi A and Barnes S, unpublished observations
quantitative. Other forms of these reagents contain quaternary nitrogen atoms that make aldehyde, ketone and cis-diene-containing metabolites readily detectable in LC-MS analysis (in the positive mode).

When using whole tissues, samples should be flash frozen in liquid N\textsubscript{2} at the time of collection to prevent further metabolism and stored at −80 °C. In some circumstances, it is convenient to flush tissues before harvesting with ice-cold physiological saline to minimize the contribution of blood metabolites to the tissue metabolome. In order to extract metabolites, stored, frozen tissue must be ground to a powder in a pestle and mortar cooled with liquid N\textsubscript{2}. Alternative methods include shock pulverization in liquid N\textsubscript{2} and use of a French press (suited to plant tissues). The frozen powdered tissue is extracted with either ice-cold methanol (4 volumes/g) or 0.1% perchloric acid. These methods both precipitate and inactivate tissue enzymes.\textsuperscript{[33,34]} The precipitated proteins are removed by centrifugation. The methanol extract can be processed to remove lipids by addition of chloroform and water as described in the preceding texts for the Bligh–Dyer extraction. Perchloric acid is removed from the extract by neutralization with potassium hydroxide. Potassium perchlorate has very low solubility in water\textsuperscript{[35]} and is removed by centrifugation.

For adherent cells grown on culture plates, an effective procedure is to rapidly remove the culture medium with a Pasteur pipet attached to a vacuum line. The cells are immediately washed with ice-cold, isotonic physiological saline which after swirling for a few seconds is also aspirated.\textsuperscript{[36]} The washed cells can either be instantly frozen with liquid N\textsubscript{2} to be extracted at a later time\textsuperscript{[37]} or immediately extracted with methanol pre-cooled to dry ice temperature (−43 °C). These steps serve to ‘freeze’ metabolism. The extraction temperature is allowed to rise to 0°C, and the cells are released from the culture plates with a cell scraper. After 30 min, the mixtures are centrifuged (4000×g) and the supernatants aspirated to clean glass tubes. The methanol is removed by evaporation under N\textsubscript{2}. Depending on the type of cell being studied, some modifications of the previous generalized procedure may be necessary and investigators are advised to search the literature to determine the experiences of others.

**Analysis of the metabolome**

**Historical methods**

Before modern metabolomics came into being, several forms of metabolomics already existed, although not given that moniker. In the early 1960s, investigators at Medical Research Council Metabolic Reactions Research Unit at Imperial College in London led by Professor Sir Ernst Chain used an automated 2D paper chromatography method for the separation and detection of metabolites of 14C-glucose developed in the Instituto di Sanita Superiore in Rome, Italy in the 1950s.\textsuperscript{[38]} Geiger counters mounted on a typewriter carriage moved incrementally across the dried paper chromatogram and recorded the measured radioactivity in each zone. Engineers built 10 of the radioactivity scanners that were placed in a dedicated room. Data from the Geiger counters were stored on data tape, and after computer processing with Digital PDP-9 computers, images of the location of the radioactivity on the dried sheet and its amounts were generated.\textsuperscript{[39]} A similar approach connected gas chromatographs to radioactivity detectors. Suitably derivatized 14C-labeled
metabolites were either oxidized to CO$_2$ by passage over finely divided Fe/CuO and into an in-line Geiger counter$^{[40]}$ or were condensed out of the gas phase for measurement in liquid scintillation counters (offline or in-line)$^{[41]}$.

In the early 1980s, the introduction of superconducting magnets for NMR experiments allowed substantial improvements in resolution of the resonance peaks of metabolites, as did the introduction of pulse sequences that permitted further discrimination of otherwise overlapping resonance peaks.$^{[42]}$ Using iron-based magnets operating at 90 MHz, the $^1$H-NMR spectrum of the bile acid, cholic acid, consisted of strong signals for its C$_{18}$, C$_{19}$ and C$_{21}$ methyl group protons and weaker signals from the protons epimeric to the C$_{3}$α, C$_{7}$α and C$_{12}$α hydroxyl groups. The remainder of the methane and methylene protons from the steroid ring system and the side chain was grouped together into the ‘steroid hump’.$^{[43]}$ At 400 MHz using a superconducting magnet, these extensively overlapping resonances largely resolved with the use of proton decoupling and nuclear Overhauser effect experiments.$^{[44]}$ The application of a homonuclear-decoupled heteronuclear-correlated 2D NMR experiment introduced by Bax$^{[45]}$ allowed a much more efficient method for assigning proton resonances in bile acids.$^{[46]}$

In addition, wide bore instruments became available allowing small animals to be placed in the analytical zone of the NMR instrument. This allowed for direct in situ measurement in the living animal of $^{31}$P-metabolites (ATP, ADP, AMP, phosphocreatine)$^{[47]}$ and metabolites of $^{13}$C-labeled precursors.$^{[48]}$

Targeted and untargeted analysis

The study of metabolites associated with genetic disorders of metabolism has had a long history. Currently, this is routinely carried out using gas liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) or by LC-MS. These analyses are on specific compounds already known to the (clinical) investigator. This type of analysis is termed targeted metabolomics. With modern mass spectrometers, 100 compounds or more can be measured in a single analysis.

A feature of the current applications of metabolomics is that the problem being investigated does not necessarily have a predetermined genetic/metabolic defect associated with it. Furthermore, even when there is information on the gene defect, the impact of the defect is hard to predict. For that reason, an open-minded, global approach to the analysis is taken. This is also often termed untargeted metabolomics. This approach allows investigators to gather information to propose novel hypotheses that could not be envisaged using targeted analysis.

Modern metabolomics

Two main analytical platforms in the global analysis of metabolites have emerged in the past 30 years – the use of high-resolution, 1D NMR (also referred to as metabonomics)$^{[49]}$ and MS with and without prior chromatographic separation.

$^1$H nuclear magnetic resonance—The use of proton NMR for metabolomics is based on the principle that protons resonate between energy states in a high magnetic field.
A high-power short duration radio frequency pulse causes the absorption and subsequent release of electromagnetic radiation that varies for a compound based on the location (e.g., energy state) of its associated protons. This generates a free induction decay signal as a function of time (time domain), which is then Fourier transformed to convert it as a function of frequency (frequency domain), generating the more commonly recognized chemical shift plot spectrum that has units of parts per million (ppm) or $\delta$ versus peak height plot where each resonant frequency in the sample shows up as one peak. The positions (chemical shifts) of those peaks are affected by the proximity of electronegative groups such as nitrogen, oxygen, carbonyls, double bonds, halogens, etc., which will influence the place of each type of proton on the spectrum. Every metabolite has its own unique NMR spectrum that represents the environment of each proton in the metabolite. These resonances are further split by interaction with protons on neighboring carbon atoms. For example, if a methyl group is attached to a carbon atom that is not connected to a proton, it will produce a singlet resonance peak. If the carbon atom is attached to a single proton, then the resonance is split into two (doublet) (Fig. 6). More complex splitting is observed if the adjacent carbon atoms contain protons in different environments. As a result, the mixture of different metabolites in a metabolomics sample produces a complex NMR spectrum (Fig. 7).

Since their initial introduction in the late 1970s, the increased field strength of the superconducting magnets has evolved to better resolve the resonances of compounds in a biological sample. Currently, 600 MHz NMR instruments are considered state of the art in metabolomics, although larger magnets are in use for other biochemical applications, and the higher the magnetic field strength, the greater the resolution. Compared with their early predecessors, they have the useful engineering feature of being able to automatically load/unload metabolite extracts. Some also have cryoprobes and microprobes to increase their sensitivity. NMR analysis of metabolites takes advantage of pulse sequences\[42, 45\] and suppression of the intense 1H water resonance.\[50, 51\]

There are several features of NMR that have led to its early and continued use in metabolomics – (1) the observed resonances are quantitative once calibrated with a known amount of a single internal standard such as 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS), which has nine identical methyl protons that results in a single high-intensity proton peak that can be set to 0 ppm\[29\]; (2) it is a non-destructive technique, so the sample can subsequently be analyzed by GC- or LC-MS; (3) it is highly reproducible and is less susceptible to instrument variability like LC-MS that makes it ideal for inter- and cross-center studies\[50\]; and (4) if observable (particularly if an unknown metabolite is first isolated), the fine structure of the resonances of a metabolite can provide information about its chemical nature. In addition, magic angle NMR allows for the observation of high-resolution metabolite signals directly in tissues without preliminary extraction.\[52\]

From a practical standpoint, the sample volumes needed for NMR analysis are higher than for MS. Typically, at least 0.5 ml of plasma, serum or urine or 0.5 g of feces or tissue are required for optimal analysis. For in vitro cell culture experiments, NMR metabolomics requires 10 million cells. Smaller amounts can be used but at the expense of losing detection of lower abundant metabolites. Use of smaller diameter NMR tubes will be helpful for samples with smaller amounts. For NMR analysis of plasma, heparin is the preferred
preservative over EDTA or citrate because the latter two preservatives interfere with the $^1$H-NMR spectrum. Untargeted and targeted NMR metabolomics methods are used and a number of library matching tools are available for identifying metabolites.$^{[53–55]}$

Complementary 2D NMR methods (correlation spectroscopy, total correlation spectroscopy, heteronuclear single quantum correlation, heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation spectroscopy) are used in confirming the metabolite assignments. New pulse programs have been developed for measuring lipids by NMR.$^{[56]}

**Mass spectrometry**—Mass spectrometry is based on the metabolite forming ions (either inherently charged ions or ones that are formed under the conditions of analysis). There are several separation methods that are used prior to MS analysis. These include GC, LC and capillary electrophoresis (CE).

**Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry:** Gas chromatography is commonly used for analysis of volatile complex mixtures. GC-MS analysis of plant volatiles were among the earliest metabolomics publications.$^{[57,58]}$ Other common biological samples measured by GC-MS include human serum or plasma, urine and cultured bacterial or mammalian cells. Volatile compounds can be introduced into a column using headspace injection that measures only the gas-phase molecules trapped in the headspace (air trapped in a chromatography vial above the sample). However, most metabolites common to biological samples must be derivatized after extraction in order to enter the gas phase. In a typical GC-MS analysis, after extraction of metabolites from these samples, the metabolites are evaporated under vacuum and derivatized. The most common derivatization is trimethylsilylation with reagents such as N-methyl and N-trimethylsilyl-trifluoroacetamide (Fig. 8(A)). Trimethylsilylation is often combined with methoximation to stabilize ketones and prevents cyclization in abundant metabolites like glucose, ultimately reducing the number of peaks measured for an individual metabolite (reviewed in$^{[59]}$). After derivatization, the samples can be applied to the column using several methods. The simplest is direct injection that simply adds the sample to the column where it enters gas phase in the inlet, heated to a temperature of $>250\,^\circ C$. These derivatives can be chromatographically resolved using a variety of commercially available fused silica capillary columns. The stationary phases of these columns are diverse but most metabolomics applications take advantage of a long non-polar column chemistry that separates the complex mixtures so that individual components arrive at the mass spectrometer at different times.

Following separation by chromatography, molecules are measured by MS; however, because of the derivatization, compounds exiting the gas chromatograph do not carry a charge. To create ions, derivatized molecules are bombarded with energetic (70 eV) electrons. These electrons not only form molecular ions of the metabolite derivatives but also cause dissociation of the molecular ions into smaller fragment ions. Typically, the parent ion is lost, but the resulting pattern of fragment ions is used as a fingerprint in combination with indexed retention times to provide confident identification for many metabolites (Fig. 8(B)). Extensive reference libraries are available, for example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology database consists of over 50 000 standards$^{[60,61]}$ and smaller, more biologically focused libraries are also available.$^{[62,63]}$
A significant advantage of GC-MS is the highly reproducible chromatography. Including internal standards in each sample allows a large number of samples to be compared with one another and also allows comparison of samples between laboratories using indexed retention times.[64] This includes using indexed retention times in reference libraries to improve metabolite identification.

Another important aspect of GC-MS data analysis is signal deconvolution. Separation of a complex mixture, as in metabolomics, results in many peaks that co-elute or partially overlap. The basic principle of signal deconvolution is to consider all ions measured over time and identify groups of ions that within a region of the chromatogram show a highly correlated signal. Among those correlated ions, one or several unique ions will be chosen to represent that peak for the purposes of relative quantification (Fig. 8(C)). The Automated Mass Spectral Deconvolution and Identification System software is a common tool for signal deconvolution.[65] This algorithm assigns each measured ion to a peak and calculates similarity scores between the resulting fingerprints and any available library spectra to identify metabolites.

GC-MS is a useful tool for high-throughput metabolomics analysis. It allows relative quantification (or true quantification using standard curves) of a large number of metabolites in a single assay. GC-MS does have limitations: It is most successful in measuring small metabolites (<400 Da) and is not reliable for measurement of molecules that are unstable under the heating conditions used for derivatization and chromatography. Nonetheless, significant improvements in both chromatography and MS have been made to GC-MS for metabolomics analysis. 2D GC has been explored that improves chromatographic resolution allowing detection of more peaks of similar biochemical properties. High-resolution MS has not been used previously because metabolite identification was based on comparison with spectra of known standards, but recently, GC has been coupled with high-resolution instruments such as an Orbitrap that improves identification of unknown metabolites. This method continues to improve and offers a necessary complementary method for metabolomics by LC-MS and NMR.

**Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry:** The key to the success of LC-MS has been the introduction of the ESI[66] and atmospheric pressure ionization interfaces.[67] Both allow the transfer of charged ions from the liquid phase to the gas phase without the need for derivatization. Indeed, ESI has been widely used in proteomics to transfer peptides and whole proteins into the gas phase. Many metabolites readily form ions, e.g. organic acids form negatively charged carboxylates at neutral pH and amines and nitrogen-containing compounds form positively charged ions under acidic conditions. Other metabolites, including neutral compounds, also form positively charged sodium, potassium and ammonium adducts or chloride and formate adducts. For neutral molecules, atmospheric pressure chemical ionization can be used to enhance the formation of [M+H]⁺ or [M−H]⁻ or adduct molecular ions.

**Liquid chromatography of metabolites:** Because metabolites have such a wide range of hydrophobicities/hydrophilicities, it is impossible to separate them all on a single LC column. Typically, an in-depth analysis of a metabolomics sample will involve both reverse-
phase (C₄–C₁₈) and some form of normal-phase column. Also, as noted in the preceding texts, metabolites form both negative and positive ions. At this time, a sample is typically run twice: first, to capture the negative ions and then, in a separate LC-MS experiment, to capture the positively charged ions (however, there are instruments in which fast switching between negative and positive ion modes is possible).

The size of the particles in the column is an important variable. Typically, HPLC phases contain particles that are 2.5–3 µm in diameter. To take advantage of the increased peak resolution that occurs with decreases in particle size, ultra-high performance LC uses 1.7–1.8 µm particles. However, a penalty for this is a substantial increase in backpressure. Nonetheless, pumps that can reliably deliver accurate flow rates against such backpressure are commercially available. A newer development is in the area of solid core particles (1.3 µm) with the liquid phase coated on the outside – this gives rise to very high column efficiencies with a lower backpressure than existing LC columns. The future may lie in using, as occurred in GC 36 years ago, columns where the stationary phase only coats the wall of a quartz tube, thereby substantially lower the backpressure and allowing for long columns and hence much higher chromatographic resolution. Such approach has already been introduced for LC-MS in proteomics.

An important property of ESI is that its sensitivity goes up inversely with the flow rate. This has been exploited in proteomics by using columns with smaller internal diameters. Instead of the 4.6-mm ID columns used in LC-MS analysis of drugs and other compounds where sensitivity is not limiting, in proteomics, the column ID is typically reduced to 75 µm resulting in flow rates of 200–300 nl/min. Assuming that the same amount of sample was analyzed on both columns and the linear flow rate through the column is the same, the difference in sensitivity is the square of the ratio of the two diameters, i.e. \((4.6/0.075)^2 = 3762\). Increasing the column diameter to 200 µm (and a flow rate of 1 µl/min) still gives a 529-fold sensitivity increase. The disadvantage of columns with such low diameters is that they are very sensitive to changes in temperature in a laboratory. Contemporary columns are prepared by machine etching two blocks of silica so that once joined, they create a channel for the column (column on a chip), vastly improving reproducibility. Improvements in the connections of the ChipLC column to the nanoLC pump and the electrospray tip have led to the use of 200-µmID ChipLC columns where the overall delay from sample loading to the electrospray tip is 5 min. Operation of these ChipLC columns at a fixed temperature (for example 45 °C) leads to excellent retention time reproducibility (typically 0.3%, which translates to ±2–3 s). These approaches have led to development of nanoLC-MSMS analysis of polyphenols.

**Untargeted liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry metabolomics:** When the investigator does not have *a priori* information about the possible nature of the metabolites and wants to examine all possible compounds in a metabolomics sample, an untargeted approach is used. The selection of the analytical platform is a trade-off between the length of the analytical run, the peak width and mass resolution and mass accuracy. Within the constraints of an analysis time of 30 min or less per sample, the instrument of choice for untargeted metabolomics is the hybrid quadrupole orthogonal time-of-flight (QqTOF) mass spectrometer. The modern TOF analyzer provides a mass resolution of 30 000–60 000 and
mass accuracy of 2–3 ppm (using external mass standards). Importantly, this performance can be achieved with data collection times of 100 ms or less. In this scenario, instruments with detectors whose mass resolution and mass accuracy is time-dependent (Orbitraps and Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance instruments) have much reduced performances compared with their use under optimal conditions. A typical LC-MS metabolomics experiment uses a 1.1-s cycle time composed of an initial 100 ms high-resolution TOF-MS spectrum, followed by 50 ms high-resolution MSMS spectra of 20 selected molecular ions observed in the TOF-MS spectrum. This allows accurate representation of the areas under 10 s wide chromatographic peaks. Ultra performance liquid chromatography that generates even narrower peaks would require correspondingly shorter data acquisition times for MSMS spectra.

**Targeted metabolomics:** When the metabolites suspected of being associated with a phenotype are known, then LC-multiple reaction ion monitoring mass spectrometry is used to quantify them. This method is heavily used for analysis of pharmaceuticals and known biochemical molecules and is typically carried out on a triple quadrupole or Qtrap mass spectrometer. Precursor molecular ions are filtered by the first quadrupole (through a 0.7 m/z mass window) and accelerated and collided with N₂ gas. The resulting product ions are filtered by the third quadrupole or by a linear trap. The advantage of the linear trap is that further ion fragmentation can occur, and while this may result in lowered signal intensity, the signal to noise can nonetheless be improved. Because known compounds are to be measured in targeted analysis, standard curves representing differing concentrations of each metabolite can be prepared and therefore the concentrations of these metabolites in the biological samples can be determined. If an isotopically labeled form of the metabolite is available, then the assay has the greatest accuracy and precision.

**Isotope dilution mass spectrometry:** In the case of targeted metabolomics, where a suite of metabolites is pre-selected for analysis, it is possible to include an isotopically labeled form of each metabolite (incorporating ²H, ¹³C or ¹⁵N stable isotopes). The labeled forms are added in a constant amount to the biological samples and to known, but varying amounts of unlabeled forms of each metabolite. The assumption is that the stable isotopically labeled form of the metabolite will be subjected to the same processing losses of its non-labeled partner and that both will be eluted from the LC column into the mass spectrometer and hence reach the detector at the same time. Of course, labeled and unlabeled forms of a metabolite do behave differently – indeed, there is a whole science of MS applied to paleontology that relies on such differences. However, for the purposes of isotope dilution MS in metabolomics, such differences are small and the method represents a marked improvement in reproducibility over an analysis where they are not used. Nevertheless, there are examples where selective interference from the matrix of the sample extract can interfere with quantification using isotope dilution MS.

**¹³C-labeled standards versus ²H-labeled standards:** An issue that an investigator will encounter is that incorporation of deuterium causes the metabolite to be less hydrophobic and will therefore elute slightly earlier than its unlabeled analog from a reverse-phase column. This effect is well known. In the early days of gas chromatography, it was found
that $^2$H$_6$-cyclohexane could be separated from $^1$H$_6$-cyclohexane.$^{[74]}\) Similarly, $^2$H$_9$-labeled anabolic steroids separated from unlabeled steroids$^{[75]} \) – the cure was to use $^{13}$C$_8$-labeled steroids that do not exhibit this chromatographic separation. The phenomenon was also seen in the use of the isotope-coded affinity tag reagent in proteomics.$^{[76]} \) The initial form of the reagent was labeled with deuterium ($^2$H$_8$) but was replaced by the $^{13}$C$_8$ form.$^{[77]} \) The best way to avoid problems created by the chromatographic differences isotopically labeled and unlabeled metabolites is to compare the areas under each peak rather than to use the ratio of their intensities. There is also a risk with deuterated standards in that many are introduced by exchange reactions. Therefore, they may undergo back exchange in solvent during storage.$^{[78]} \)

**Sequential window acquisition of all theoretical (SWATH)-MS:** A new development in LC-MS/MS proteomics has been the use of complete collection of MS/MS spectra on ALL precursor ions, termed SWATH-MS.$^{[79,80]} \) This could be adapted to metabolomics analysis. In this method, the mass window for the selection of ions is expanded from 1 Da, as is usually done in qualitative analysis, to 25 Da. All the precursor ions within the window are fragmented, and the product ions are separated into groups based on retention time. If a mass range from 100 to 900 Da is to be examined, there needs to be 32 collection windows with an isolation width of 25 Da. If 50-ms acquisitions are used for each 25 Da isolation window, a full duty cycle takes $100 + 32 \times 25 \text{ ms} = 1.7 \text{ s}$. To capture enough data points in the MS/MS domain to estimate the area under a peak, the minimum peak width should be 15 s. If the peaks are narrower, then the MS/MS data acquisition times should be reduced in proportion. While on a Q-TOF instrument this will not reduce mass resolution or mass accuracy, it will lower sensitivity. Arnhard et al.$^{[81]} \) applied SWATH-MS to the analysis of samples typically used in forensic casework in order to detect toxic or harmful compounds. While they had a high rate of success and low false discovery (<0.06%), their study revealed the need for fully automated, deconvolution software to extract adequate ion maps from the SWATH-MS data.

**Lipidomics:** There are many, many lipids in biological samples, perhaps in excess of 180 000. Lipids can be separated and analyzed by LC-MS using methods described in the preceding texts for water-soluble metabolites. It may be necessary to use a more non-polar, but water-miscible, solvent such as isopropanol to elute the lipids. Alternatively, there are two infusion-based methods for lipid analyses. In the first, MS/MS$^{[82,83]}$ lipid extracts are diluted into methanol : chloroform (2 : 1 v/v) containing 5 mM ammonium acetate and infused at 7 µl/min into the ESI source. Data are recorded in the positive ion and negative ion modes over the mass range from 200 to 1200 m/z. A 250 ms high-resolution MS scan is initially acquired. It is then followed by a series of 500 ms MS/MS scans of the product ions of lipid molecular ion precursors. The latter are selected by the quadrupole filter increasing by 1 m/z at a time starting at 200 m/z and continuing to 1200 m/z. Each mass window is 1.2 m/z. The collision energy is adjusted to give an energy spread during product ion data acquisition. The data are processed with suitable software (LipidView™, SCIEX). While this approach allows the identification of thousands of lipid species, it nonetheless is only semi-quantitative. Lipid internal standards do not work because they will be at different masses and hence be measured at different times during the infusion. Also, the overlapping...
ion masses because of lipids having very similar masses and to natural abundance isotopic forms make data interpretation difficult. This can be offset by using high mass resolution Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance or Orbitrap instruments to record the MS and MSMS data.

A second method of performing infusion-based lipidomics is to carry out differential ion mobility prior to the entry of molecular ions into the mass spectrometer. This method separates lipid classes before they are subjected to quadrupole selection of molecular ions and then collision-induced formation of product ions, thereby substantially deconvoluting complex overlapping ions. It has been applied to the separation of leukotriene and protectins. This approach has been combined with the use of an internal standard containing >1000 deuterated lipid species (commercially available from Metabolon). Extracts are analyzed on a SCIEX 5500 Qtrap. This method results in much improved quantification because the standards are added prior to the Bligh–Dyer extraction step and thereby take into account differences in extractability when partitioning lipids across a chloroform-methanol-water two-phase system. It therefore generates absolute quantitative data. However, the high expense of the software needed to process these data may preclude its wide application until open source software becomes available.

**Capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry**—Capillary electrophoresis has had a long history in the analysis of individual metabolites. It is excellent for the separation of hydrophilic compounds and is comparable with, but different from, hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography and normal-phase chromatography. Importantly, it can be scaled down to very low sample volumes (1–20 nl). Its limitation for many years with regard to CE-MS applications has been the nature of the CE-ESI interface. The sheath-liquid interface design, whereby fluid eluting from the capillary is mixed with a makeup fluid, caused dilution of the sample eluting from the capillary and thereby considerable loss of sensitivity. This restricted its applicability to metabolomics. However, the introduction of the sheathless porous tip interface has considerably improved the sensitivity possible with CE-MS, and a commercial form suitable for attachment to mass spectrometers of several leading mass spectrometer manufacturers has been developed by Beckman Coulter-SCIEX. While CE-MS is very effective for hydrophilic metabolites, it is also possible to perform the electrophoresis using capillaries packed with a reverse-phase packing.

Direct use of cerebrospinal fluid and serum in CE-MS led to protein precipitation within the capillary. It was necessary to use ultrafiltration of these fluids to avoid this issue. On the other hand, using sheathless fluid CE-MS, simple dilution of cerebrospinal fluid, plasma and urine 1 : 1 with water gave excellent results with sensitivities in the low nanometer. For urine, ~3500 features were detected using an injection volume of 9 nl. CE-MS with sheathless fluid interface has a great future and certainly complements existing GC-MS and LC-MS methods. However, it has yet to be rigorously studied from the standpoint of reproducibility and robustness. So far, it has been limited to the study of cationic metabolites although a non-aqueous CE-MS method has been described for drug β-glucuronides.
Quality control

**Monitoring recovery:** The response of a MS detector is not absolute, nor do the methods of processing a biological sample in preparation for analysis yield 100% recovery of all the metabolites. These two effects present a considerable challenge in obtaining an accurate assessment of the concentrations of the metabolites comprising the metabolome. Unless the investigator makes serious efforts to control these variables, it is not only difficult to uncover the real differences between sample groups but it also encourages ‘discovery’ of false effects.

Although there are efforts to provide investigators with kits containing a wide range of isotopically labeled metabolites, for many investigators, either the labeled forms of the metabolites do not exist or they are unable to afford the considerable expense involved. This is the case for untargeted (or global) metabolomics. However, even in this approach, it is advisable to use two to three isotopically labeled internal standards that represent the range of metabolites that would be separated by the LC-MS method chosen for the analysis. Examples of those that have been used for reverse-phase LC-MS are $^{13}$C$_{11}$-tryptophan, $^{13}$C$_{4}$-succinate and $^{13}$C$_{16}$-palmitate. The advantage of using these particular compounds is that they are chemically stable. The total cost of purchasing at least 100 mg of each is ~$3000. If 1 µg of each is added to samples to be tested, the standards could be used for over 10 000 assays. Therefore, this cost could be spread across multiple investigators. It is probable that commercial companies will provide products such as this that would enable comparison of studies from different institutions.

**Sample pooling:** A second important quality control procedure is to generate a pooled sample to represent all the samples to be analyzed. For example, if the lab receives ~0.5 ml of a biofluid (serum/plasma/urine), 50 µl should be taken from each and combined to make a pooled sample that is well mixed and then divided into aliquot volumes that are the same as those to be used for analysis of the unknown samples. These aliquots are frozen along with the unknown samples and thawed once when needed to be included for analysis. This pooled quality control sample should be run with each group of unknown samples. For a large sample set, the quality control sample should be run every 10 unknown samples to determine within-assay variability.

A laboratory should establish the variation that occurs for repeated analysis of the same sample extract, for multiple extractions of the same sample on 1 day and for multiple extractions of the same sample over a period of time.

**Distinguishing metabolites from artifacts:** A typical untargeted LC-MS analysis may result in the detection of 2000–10 000 ions – this number of metabolite ions depends on the amount of the sample loaded and its complexity, the chromatographic resolution of the LC system and the speed and mass resolution of the mass spectrometer. Some of the ions have nothing to do with the biological samples. A way to distinguish some of the contaminants is to run several dilutions of a pooled sample. Ions that do not change with respect to the amount of the sample can be eliminated from further analysis. This is most easily done after pre-
processing software (XCMS – refer to paper to be published in the next issue of the Journal of Mass Spectrometry) has identified reproducible peaks across all samples.

Because of the soft ionization aspect of ESI, a metabolite may appear in several precursor ion forms. These include 13C isotope ions ([M+H+ 13Cn]+ or [M−H+ 13Cn]−), with and without adduct ions ([M+Na]+, [M+K]+, [M+NH4]+, [M+H+CH3OH]+, [M+H+CH3CN]+; [M−H+ Cl]−, [M−H+ HCOO]−, [M−H+CH3COO]−). Metabolites present in the highest concentrations may also form ions such as [2 M+H]+ and [2 M−H]+. Although this may at first seem complex, the mass differences between these forms are easy to recognize in a high mass resolution mass spectrometer. An important issue is that all of these precursor ions of a metabolite will elute with the same retention time, thereby allowing the investigator or the software they are using to distinguish between the various forms of the molecular ion and other metabolite(s) having similar m/z values but different retention times.
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Figure 1.
The cyclic nature of NIH-funded biomedical research. The initial interest and investigation of the metabolic basis of heart disease, endocrine disorders and cancer was replaced by focused studies on the enzymes and transporters responsible for the formation and distribution of metabolites. In turn, the genes responsible for these proteins were isolated and sequenced to identify their open reading frames. Then, as cDNA and other high-throughput methods became available, the task of sequencing the human and other genomes was undertaken. Using that information, oligonucleotides specific for each gene were attached to microarray chips. Similar technologies allowed the whole genome to be attached to microarrays. This revealed that most of the genome was transcribed to RNAs, with only small portion being messenger RNA. More careful re-sequencing of the human genome in the ENCODE project showed that some of the expressed RNAs were intergenic. In 2012, confirmation of an intergenic protein by mass spectrometer was reported. Now, over 400 intergenic proteins have been described. In 2004, NIH began its investment in metabolomics and returned to its early roots.
Figure 2. Workflow of a metabolomics experiment. The first step is to determine the question that is being addressed. It is important that a clear phenotype is to be studied. The next issue concerns obtaining the biological samples and in sufficient numbers to provide statistical power. Fresh samples from a clinical, animal model or cell culture study provide the most control over sample collection and storage. Samples from epidemiological studies may have varied isolation steps and an unknown storage history. Most metabolomics analyses require a sample extraction procedure, and the one chosen must be appropriate for the question being asked. Next comes the choice of analytical platform followed by the collection and storage of data. Most data require initial pre-processing to align the data in order to make statistical comparisons across samples. Once aligned, data are normalized prior to statistical analysis. Putative metabolite ions are searched for in metabolite databases and are confirmed with standards (if available), making use of MS/MS data of both. Metabolites, once identified, are then mapped to known metabolic pathways. In a new development, Mummichog analysis searches for metabolite networks and then associates these with existing pathways.
Figure 3.
Fractionation of blood or plasma into water-soluble and lipid components. In this example, the biological fluid (blood, plasma, etc.) is partitioned between deuterated chloroform (CDCl$_3$)/deuterated methanol (CD$_3$OD) and deuterated water (D$_2$O). Using deuterated solvents is ideal for NMR metabolomics. If the sample is analyzed by LC-MS, GC-MS or CE-MS, non-deuterated solvents can be used. The organic solvent phase contains fatty acids, triglycerides, cholesterol and other sterols, phospholipids and other fat-soluble compounds such as vitamins A, D, E and K. The aqueous phase contains water-soluble organic acids, amino acids, sugars, creatine, bile acids, β-glucuronides and sulfate esters of steroids, food phytochemicals and therapeutics.
Figure 4.
Effect of pH on the extraction of the metabolome into ethyl acetate from fecal water. Aliquots (100 mg) of fecal material were mixed with 0.1% formic acid (purple trace), water (green trace) and 0.1 M NaOH (blue trace) and were centrifuged at 150 000×g at 4 °C for 30 min to yield fecal water. Fecal water was extracted with two volumes of ethyl acetate. The ethyl acetate upper layer was carefully removed and taken to dryness under N₂. It was reconstituted in 100 µl of 5% acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid. Aliquots (5 µl) were analyzed by nanoLC-ESI-MS (SCIEX 5600 TripleTOF) on a 10 cm × 200 µm ID C₁₈ reverse-phase Chip column, using a 20-min linear gradient (5–80%) of acetonitrile in 0.1% formic acid at a flow rate of 1 µl/min. The red trace is the background ions detected substituting double-distilled water for fecal water and extracting with ethyl acetate. The traces represent the total ion chromatogram for each extracted sample.
Figure 5.
Separation of metabolites using ion exchange chromatography. The aqueous metabolite extract is either passed over an anion exchange column or a cation exchange column. The anion exchange column is pre-washed with NaOH and then with freshly prepared, double-distilled water until neutral. The extract is passed over the column, and the materials that do not bind (neutral and positively charged ions) eluted with further washing. Negatively charged metabolites are eluted with 1 M sodium formate, and the eluate passed over freshly prepared cation exchange resin in the H+ form (pre-washed with 4 M HCl and then with freshly prepared, double-distilled water until neutral) to convert the sodium formate to formic acid. The eluate is freeze-dried prior to LC-MS analysis. The cation exchange resin in the H+ form is also used to recover the positively charged metabolites from the metabolite extract. In this case, the neutral and negatively charged metabolites do not bind to the resin and pass through. After further washing, the positively charged metabolites are eluted with 2 M ammonium hydroxide. Excess ammonia is removed by evaporation under N₂.
Figure 6.
A 950 MHz proton $^1$H-NMR spectrum of alanine. The spectrum shows the chemical shifts of the CH and CH$_3$ protons. The CH signal is split into a quartet (four lines) and the CH$_3$ signal is split into a doublet (two lines) because of the J-coupling with the neighboring protons. The upper traces show an expansion of the CH and CH$_3$ NMR signals.
Figure 7.
A 950 MHz $^1$H-NMR spectrum of a human urine sample. It consists of thousands of features that can be deconvoluted into metabolites belonging to a wide range of compound classes. Urine sample consists of both endogenous and exogenous metabolites including many unknowns. $^1$H-NMR spectrum is referenced with respect to the 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS) resonance at $\delta$ 0 ppm. The pH of the solution is among the factors that influence the chemical shift, and imidazole can be used as a pH reference, which helps assigning the NMR signals into metabolites using pH-dependent NMR libraries such as Chenomx NMR Suite.
Figure 8.
Elements of GC-MS analysis. GC-MS has several elements: (A) the formation of trimethylsilyl derivatives to cover polar (non-volatile) groups on a metabolite in order to carry out gas-phase chromatography; (B) post-column, electron impact ionization to cause dissociation of the metabolite derivatives into a spectrum of product ions; (C) signal deconvolution of the product ions to recognize individual peaks; and (D) from spectra of the aligned product, ions make assignments using metabolite databases.